
EVENT TITLE: Building Virtual Community 
 
EVENT Description: During the pandemic, podcasts, online journals, 
virtual classrooms and online arts organizations became vital community 
hubs. These virtual spaces provide access to the literary community across 
barriers like geography, income, disability and parenthood, and are uniquely 
positioned to build inclusive communities. Representatives from Breaking 
Form Podcast, Think in Ink, Couplet Poetry, Wednesday Night Poetry and 
Night School Bar consider the work, joy and struggles of building virtual 
community. 
 
EVENT TYPE: Publishing, Editing and Tech 
 
Event Organizer & Moderator 
Rebecca Lehmann: Rebecca Lehmann's poetry collections include Ringer 
(Pitt Poetry Series) and Between the Crackups (Salt). Her poetry and 
nonfiction have appeared in Tin House, Copper Nickel, Ploughshares and other 
venues. She is Assistant Professor at Saint Mary's College, and editor of the 
journal Couplet Poetry. 
 
Event Participants 
James Hall: James Allen Hall (he/they) is the author of two books of 
poems: Romantic Comedy (Four Way Books, 2023) and Now You’re the Enemy 
(2008). They also authored a book of lyric essays, I Liked You Better Before I 
Knew You So Well. They teach at Washington College and direct the Rose 
O'Neill Literary House. 
 
Kai Coggin: Kai Coggin (she/her) has authored 4 poetry collections, is a 
Queer POC, & a K-12 Teaching Artist with the Arkansas Arts Council. 
Named “Best Poet in Arkansas” by the Arkansas Times, her fierce poetry 
has won Best of the Net 2022, & been nominated 4x for The Pushcart, 3x 
for BoTN, & BAP 2015. 
 
Khalisa Rae: Khalisa Rae (she/her) is an author of three books, one debut 
forthcoming from Red Hen Press. Her recent work has been seen in 
Damaged Goods, Tishman, Sundog Lit, Crab Fat, Glass Poetry. She is the 



Managing Equity and Inclusion Editor of Carve Magazine and Writing 
Director at Shaw University. 
 
 
Opening Remarks and Housekeeping Announcements: 
Welcome to Building Virtual Community, a panel creating community in 
virtual spaces. I’m Rebecca Lehmann, the event moderator. Seated next to 
me are James Hall, Kai Coggin, and Khalisa Rae. Unfortunately, Lindsey 
Andrews, who was here to speak about Night School Bar, had to step off. 
A few reminders before we begin:  
 
• For those needing or wishing to follow along to a written text, please let 
the moderator of the panel, (identify moderator), know, and a printed copy 
will be delivered to you.  
 
• Please make sure that spaces marked for wheelchairs remain clear of 
chairs or other barriers.  
 
• Treat service animals as working animals and do not attempt to distract 
or pet them.  
 
• Be aware of those with chemical sensitivities and refrain from wearing 
scented products.  
 
• Please be aware that your fellow attendees may have invisible disabilities. 
Do not question anyone’s use of an accommodation while at the 
conference, including for chairs reserved for those with disabilities. 
 
Thank you all so much for coming. I’m delighted to be here today to talk 
with this fantastic panel of folks about building virtual community. During 
the pandemic, I, like many others, felt isolated and alone, and one place I 
took that loneliness was the Internet, where I build a space I wanted to see 
by co-founding the online literary journal Couplet Poetry. Each of the 
panelists here tonight has had a similar impulse; to build community 
digitally as a way to connect across barriers imposed by geography or 



circumstance, and I’m so excited to join in this conversation about the joys, 
and challenges, of doing so.  
 
We’ll each speak for 10 minutes about ways that we’ve used monsters in 
our writing, sharing a short example. Then, we’ll open for questions from 
the audience. 
 
Participant Remarks: 
James Hall: James Hall discusses the joys and challenges of co-founding 
the Breaking Form, a poetry podcast that centers queer voices, history and 
perspective.  

Kai Coggin: Kai Coggin discusses hosting Wednesday Night Poetry, the 
longest running consecutive weekly open mic series in the country, which 
has never missed a single week since February 1st, 1989. She will talk about 
balancing a local in-person event while also holding virtual space for WNP 
online for 4000+ poets all over the world. Going into the third year of 
the pandemic, Kai now holds hybrid space, weekly in person at the local 
coffeeshop, and monthly for the virtual community. Though it can be an 
energy drain, and difficult sometimes to put her own writing and 
publishing on the front burner, she knows that holding space for people in 
both spheres is her higher purpose in the poetry world, so she works with 
an open heart to keep and sustain both communities with inclusivity and 
love.  

Khalisa Rae: Khalisa Rae discusses Think in Ink, which is dedicated to 
building a community of BIPOC writers.   
 
Rebecca Lehmann: Rebecca Lehmann will discuss founding Couple Poetry 
from a small desk in the corner of her bedroom while her kids ran wild in 
another room during the pandemic. Burned out, and unable to make it to 
the numerous online readings because they interfered with bedtime and 
other caregiving duties, she pursued a long-held dream of founding a 
literary journal as a way to connect with a suddenly disconnected poetry 
community, and to platform writers and voices she admired. In addition to 
the ups, she’ll also discuss the downs, including overextending herself as 



sole editor, web developer, PR person and secretary, and learning to ask for 
help.   
 
Audience Q & A 
Event moderator Rebecca Lehmann will call on audience members who 
may pose questions to any member of the panel.  
 
  
 
 
 


